Background & aim Conclusions
• Gait abnormalities are evident in people with intellectual disabilities (ID) 1 .
• Studies mostly focused on Down syndrome (DS): more variable, broader & slower gait, smaller steps, and less time in swing phase than the general population 1 .
• Poor gait is a predictor for future disability, cognitive impairments, institutionalization & mortality in the general population.
• Aim: To assess the gait characteristics of adults with ID without DS.
• Gait parameters are presented for adults with ID without DS.
• People with ID are able to adapt their gait speed, but outcomes varied more (larger SDs). This may indicate difficulty shifting from usual speed.
• Gait alterations seen while talking during walking imply attention demands, and may be of importance for daily living.
• Future studies needed to assess impact of gait characteristics on health outcomes in ID, and compare these data with data from the general population.
Methods
Cross-sectional observational study: 
